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Section 1 5 : On linear functional relations in which the coefficients 
are polynomials. 
In this section we consider two homogeneous functional relations. The 
first of these two has the form 
L 
(154) 2, Xl(z-l) F(z-l) = 0, 
l=O 
where L denotes a constant positive integer and where x1(z) (O<k:,L) 
is a polynomial in z of degree < l. Let cl and ci (O<l<L) denote the 
coefficients of zl and zl-1 in the polynomial x1(z); consequently c6 = 0. 
I assume that the coefficients co, c1, ... , CL satisfy the condition that the 
equation 
(155) 
possesses a single root X of 0 and that the given homogeneous functional 
relation (154) has a solution F(z) such that X-z(F(z))-1F(z) possesses on 
a certain unbounded set 3 lying in a sector -n+s<arg z<n-s, where 
E > 0, an asymptotic expansion of the form 
(156) X-z(F(z))-1 F(z) ,..._, 2,' am F(z-m-s) 
m F(z) 
with constant coefficients am. The problem is to determine s and the 
coefficients am. If the function x-z(F(z))-1F(z) is asymptotically equal 
to zero, then all the coefficients am(m > 0) are equal to zero and s is 
arbitrary so that we may assume that this function is not asymptotically 
equal to zero. Then at least one of the coefficients am is of 0. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that aoofO, for if ao=a1= ... =ak-1=0, 
akof 0, then the right hand side of (156) can be written as 
,, F(z-h-k-s) f ah+k F(z) ' 
where the initial coefficient ak of 0. 
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We shall see that under the assumption ao ;6 0 the exponent s is com-
pletely determined by the coefficients cz and c1 (O<;l<;L) and the simple 
root X ;6 0 of equation (155). 
Since the given functional relation is homogeneous . we can choose 
aoo;60 arbitrarily. As we shall see in the next theorem, after the choice 
of ao, all the other coefficients a1, as, . . . are uniquely defined by a linear 
recurrence relation of length <; L- 1. 
Theorem 20: Under the conditions formulated above with aoo;60 the 
exponent s is determined by the equation 
L L 
(157) s I lczXL-z =I ( -c1 +i l(l-1) cz) XL-z, 
1-1 1=1 
where the coefficient of son the left hand side is ;6 0, since X is a simple root 
;60 of equation (154). 
To write down the linear recurrence relations between the coefficients 
am(m;;;;.O) we introduce an arbitrary number Jl and we define the coefficients 
rzn(O<n<l<L) by means of the identities 
(158) ~ xz(z)=yzo(z+Jl+l-1)(z+il+l-2) ... (z+Jl) 
? +rll(z+Jl+l-1) ... (z+Jl+ 1)+ ... +rz,H(z+Jl+l-1)+yzz. 
The coefficients ao, a1, . . . satisfy the following relation of length < L- 1 
~ r(r+s+J.) a ~ ( l-n ) XL-I- 0 
k F(m+n+s+J.) m k r-m-n Yin -
m+n<;;r l=n 
(159) 
n<;;L 
Proof: Putting 
(160) F(z) = F(z+Jl+L) Xz f(z), 
we write the given functional relation (154) as 
L 
(161) I cpz(z-l)f(z-l) = 0, 
1-o 
where 
(162) _ L-Z F(z+J.+L) cpz(z) -X xz(z) r(z+J.+l) . 
(r;?; 0). 
Consequently cpz(z) is a polynomial in z of degree L of the form 
_ L-Z 1 F(z+J.+L) _ 1 F(z+J.+L) 
(163) cpz(z)- X n~o"Zn r(z+J.+n)- 11~0 bin r(z+J.+n)' 
where 
(164) bzn = rzn XL-I 
Formula (156) assumes the form 
(165) f( ) ~' r(z-m-s) 
z l"'>oJ .;- am F(z+J.+L) · 
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To bring cp1(z) and the asymptotic expansion occurring in (165) in the 
required form we write 
( ) ~ b F(z+u) d f() ""' F(z+u-m-(s+u)) 
cpz z = n~o ln F(z+u+n+t) an z ,...._, *' am F(z+u) ' 
where 
(166) Nz=l; u=A.+L; t= -L. 
It follows from (158) that yw=Cz. Since X#O is a simple root of (155) 
we have by (164) 
L L L L 
(167) !bw=!czXL-l=O and !lbw=!czlXL-1 #0. 
z~o I=O 1~0 z~o 
Applying theorem 19 with 
,u=v= 1; iXz= -l; Nz=l; t= -L; M =0; v=A.=u-L; Cr=O 
and replacing 8 by 8+u we see that the relations between ao, a1, ... have 
the form 
(168) 
For r = 0 this formula becomes 
L 
ao! czXL-l = 0, 
1=0 
(r> 0). 
which according to (167) holds for each choice of ao. For r= 1 formula 
(168) becomes in virtue of ao#O 
L L 
(169) (8+A.)! lc1 XL-l+! yn XL-l = 0. 
1~o 1~1 
It follows from (158) that the coefficient cf of zl-1 in the polynomial 
xz(z) is equal to 
Hence 
cf=yn +cz{A.+ (A.+ 1)+ ... + (A.+l-1)} 
= yn + !l(2A. + l- 1 )cz. 
L L L L 
! cf XL-l =! rnXL-l+A.! lczXL-l+!! l(l-1) CzXL-l, 
1~1 1=1 1~1 l=1 
so that (169) gives the required formula (157). 
Let us finally consider formula (168) with r;;;.2. The left hand side is 
a linear combination of a0 , ••• , ar, where the coefficient of a, is equal to 
L ! YlO XL-l = 0. 
1=0 
The coefficient of ar-1 is according to (169) 
L L L 
( r + 8 +A.- 1) ! l c1 X L-l + ! yn X L-l = ( r- 1) ! l Cz X L-l # 0, 
1=1 1-1 l-1 
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so that ar-1 does not drop out. In each term =1= 0 occurring on the left 
hand side of (168) we have 
r-m-n.;;;l-n, hence m;>r-l;;;;,r-L, 
so that (168) involves only ar-L, ar-L+b ... , ar-1 (here an= 0 for each 
negative integer h). Consequently (168) has a length < L-1. This com-
pletes the proof. 
Let us finally consider, instead of (154), the homogeneous functional 
relation 
L 
(170) ~ xz(z+l) F(z+l) = 0, 
!=0 
where xz(z) is again a polynomial in z of degree < l; let c1 and ct denote 
again the coefficients respectively of zl and zl-1 in this polynomial xz(z). 
I assume that the coefficients c0, C1, ..• , CL satisfy the condition that the 
equation (155) possesses a simple root X =1= 0 such that the given homo-
geneous functional relation (170) has a solution F(z) with the property 
that Xz F(z)F(z) possesses an asymptotic factorial expansion of the form 
(171) XzF(z)F(z) .-..~'am F(z~~+s)' where ao=/=0. 
m 
The following theorem yields the values of s and the coefficients am. 
Theorem 21: The number s occurring in (171) is determined by 
L L 
(172) s ~ lcz XL-l = ~ (ct +! l(l+ 1) c1) XL-l. 
!=0 !=0 
If we introduce an arbitrary number A. and we define the coefficients yzn 
(O.;;;n.;;;l.;;;L) by the identities 
(173) ~ xz(z)=yzo(z+A.-1)(z+A.-2) ... (z+A.-l) 
( +yn(z+A.- 2) ... (z+A.-l) + ... +yz, l-l(z+A.-l) +yu, 
then the coefficients ao, a1, . . . satisfy the following relation of length < L- 1 
(174) ~ (-)r-m-n F(r+s-J.) a ~ ( l-n ) XL-l=O ( 0) 
£.. F(m+n+s-J.) m £.. r-m-n Yln r? · m+n~r !=n 
r-L<:m~r-1 
Proof: We put 
F(z) = (F(z+A.-L))-1 X-z f(z), 
so that the given functional relation (170) becomes 
L ~~ q;z(z+l) f(z+l) = 0, where q;z(z) = XL-l xz(z) ~~::~2). 
Consequently q;z(z) is a polynomial in z of degree L of the form 
( ) _XL-! ~ T(z+J.-n) _ ~ b F(z+J.-n) 
IPl Z - /=/ln F(z+J.-L)- n=-o ln F(z+J.-L)' 
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where 
Furthermore ( 171) assumes the form 
I ""' F(z+).-L) (z) ""£.. am F(z+m+s)' 
m 
so that 
~ F(z+u-n-t) ""'' F(z+u) 
!pl(z) = n7o bln F(z+u) and f(z) "".;: am F(z+u+m+(s-u)), 
where 
Nl=l; U=J..-L; t= -L. 
Applying theorem 19 with 
p=v=O; iX1=l; N1=l; t= -L; M =0, v=u+L; Cr=O; A=L 
and replacing s by s-u the linear recurrence relation (152) assumes the 
form 
(175) L (-)r-m-n( l-n) F(r+s-).) amYlnXL-l=O 
o,;;n,;; 1,;;L r-m-n F(m+n+s-).) 
m+n,;;r 
with the length < A-1 =L-l. 
Formula (175) with r=O holds for each choice of a0• Formula (175) 
with r= 1 is, because of ao# 0, identical with 
L L 
(176) - (s- J..) L lc1 XL-l + L y11 XL-l = 0. 
1=0 1=0 
It follows from (173) that the coefficient ci of zl-1 in the polynomial 
Xl(z) is equal to 
ci = Yll +cl{(J..-1) + (J..- 2) + ... + (J..-l)} = yn + tl(2J..-1-l)cl, 
so that (176) yields 
L L L 
- s 1 l c1 X L-l + L ci X L-l + t L l(l + 1) c1 XL-l = 0. 
1=1 !=1 1-1 
This gives the required formula (172). 
Formula (175), applied with r;;;. 2, gives (174). This completes the proof. 
Section 16: Linear recurrence relations with length l. 
In the preceding section L denotes an arbitrary positive integer and 
we find linear homogeneous recurrence relations with the length L- 1. 
In the special case L= 2 this length is equal to 1, so that the relations 
yield explicit expressions for each coefficient am(m;;;.O). In this way we 
find the following two theorems. 
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The ore m 2 2 : 0 onsider the functional relation 
(177) AF(z) + (Bz+ B*)F(z-1) + (Oz2+0*z+0**)F(z- 2) = 0 
where A =1= 0. Assume that X =1= 0 is a simple root of the equation 
(178) 
then 
AX2+BX+0=0; 
2AX + B=!= 0, hence BX +20= -X(2AX +B) =1= 0. 
If the given functional equation (177) has a solution F(z) with the property 
(179) X-z F(z) (T(z))-1 ,..._,.ram F(z-;,(~-s) with ao =I= 0, 
then 
(180) (B+B*)X+30+0* s =- BX+20 
and the coefficients am are determined as follows by means of Gamma functions: 
If 0 =1= 0, then we have for each integer m;;;;. 0 
( -0 )m F(m+s+2-fJ) F(m+s+2-y) (181 ) am= BX+20 m!F(s+2-fJ) F(s+2-y) ao, 
where (3 and y denote the zeros of the polynomial Oz2 + O*z + 0* *. 
If 0 = 0 and 0* =1= 0, then we have for each integer m;;;. 0 
(182) 
( 0**) ( 0* m r m+s+2+0* 
am= - BX+20) ( 0**) ao. 
m! r s+2+0* 
Finally if 0 = 0* = 0, then we have for each integer m;;;;. 0 
(183) ( 0** )m a am= - BX+20 m0! · 
Proof: We apply theorem 20 with l .A.=O; xo(z) =A; Xl(z)= B(z+ 1)+ B* = Bz+ (B+ B*); (184) x2(z) =O(z+ 2)2 +0*(z+ 2) +0** =Oz(z+ 1) + (30 +O*)(z+ 1}+ 
+0+0*+0**. 
Formula (159) with r=O holds for each choice of a0• Formula (159} 
with r = 1 becomes 
2 2 
{ s L lyw X 2- 1+ L yn X 2- 1} ao = 0, 
!=1 l-1 
where ao =1= 0, so that 
2 2 
(185) s L lyw X2-l+ L yn X2-l = 0. 
1=1 1-1 
This gives 
s(BX +20}+ (B+B*)X+30+0* = 0 
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which implies ( 180). For r;;;. 2 the left hand side of ( 159) is a linear homo-
geneous combination of ar-1 and a,_2, In this combination the coefficient 
of ar-1 is equal to 
. 2 2 
(r+s-1) 1lrz0 X2-z+ 1rnX2-l= (r-1)(BX+20) 
!=1 !=1 
by (185). The coefficient of a,_2 is 
Y2o(r+s-1)(r+s- 2) +r21(r+s-1) +rz2. 
The last expression is the value which the polynomial x2(z) occurring 
in ( 184) assumes at z = r + s- 2 and is therefore equal to 
C(r+s)2+C*(r+s)+C**. 
In this way we find for r;;;. 2 
O(r+s) 2 +0*(r+s) +0** (186) ar-1=- (r-I)(BX+ 2 0) ar-2. 
If 0=!=0, then the numerator occurring in (186) is equal to 
C(r+s-{3) (r+s-y). 
This gives (181). 1£0=0 and 0*=!=0, then the said numerator is equal to 
C* (r+s+ ~*:). 
This gives (182). Finally, if C =0* = 0, then the numerator under con-
sideration is equal to 0**. This gives (183) and completes the proof. 
Theorem 23: Consider the functional relation 
(187) AF(z)+ (Bz+ B*)F(z+ 1)+ (Cz2+0*z+C**)F(z+ 2)= 0, 
where A =1= 0. Assume that X =1= 0 is a simple root of the equation (178). 
If the given functional relation (187) has a solution F(z) such that 
(188) Xz F(z) F(z) f"'..J 1 am T(z~~+s) with ao =I= 0, 
m 
then 
(189) B*X-0+0* S= BX+20 
and the coefficients am are defined as follows : 
If C =1= 0, then we have for each integer m;;;. 0 
( 0 )m T(m+s+I+P) T(m+s+I+y) (190) am= BX+20 m! T(s+I+P) T(s+I+y) ao, 
where {3 and y are the zeros of the polynomial Cz2+C*z+C**. 
If 0=0, 0**=!=0, then we have for each integer m;;;.O 
(191) 
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Finally if 0 = 0* = 0, then we have for each integer m > 0 
(192) ( 0** )m a am= BX+20 m0!. 
Proof: We apply theorem 21 with 
)
A.=O; xo(z)=A; X1(z)=B(z-1)+B* 
(193) x2(z) =O(z- 2)2+0*(z- 2) +0** =0(z-1)(z- 2) + 
, +(0*-0)(z-2)+0**. 
Formula (174) with r=O holds for each choice of a0 . Formula (174) 
with r = 1 becomes 
2 2 
(194) -8 L lywX2-l+ _LynX2-l = 0. 
1=1 1~1 
This gives 
-8(BX +20)+B*X -0+0* =0, 
which implies the required relation (189). For r;;;. 2 the left hand side of 
(174) is a linear homogeneous combination of ar-1 and ar-2· In this 
combination the coefficient of ar-1 is equal to 
2 2 
- (r+8-1) L lywX2-l + L ynX2-l =- (r -1) (BX + 20) 
1=1 1~1 
by (194). The coefficient of ar-2 is 
yzo(r + 8 -1)(r+8- 2)- Yz1(r+8-1) + yzz. 
The last expression is the value which the polynomial x2(z) occurring in 
(193) assumes at z=3-r-8 and is therefore equal to 
0(1-r-8)2+0*(1-r-8) +0**, 
so that for r;;;. 2 
(195) 0(1-r-s) 2 +0*(1-r-s) +0** ar-1 = (r-1) (BX+20) ar-2· 
If 0 =F 0, then the numerator occurring in ( 195) is 
0(1-r-8- fJ)(1-r-8-y) =0(r+8+ fJ -1)(r+8+y-1), 
This gives (190). If 0 = 0, 0* =F 0, then the said numerator is 
( 0**) -0* r+8-1-0* . 
This gives (191). Finally if 0 =0* = 0, then the numerator under con-
sideration is 0* *. This gives ( 192) and completes the proof. 
Example: The ultraspherical polynomials P~">(x) satisfy for n= 2, 3, ... 
the recurrence relations 
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so that F 11 =n! P~>(x) is a solution of 
(197) F 11 - 2(n+.A-1)xFn-1 + (n+ 2.A.- 2)(n-1)Fn-2 = 0. 
We can therefore apply theorem 22 with 
A=1; B= -2x; 0=1; B*= -2(.A-1)x; 0*=2.A.-3 
and thus Cn2+0*n+C** has the zeros (J= 1 and y=2-2.A. 
Let us treat the case that x does not lie on the line segment - 1 .;;;;; x.;;;;; 1. 
Then one of the roots of the equation X2- 2xX + 1 = 0 lies outside the 
unit circle and the other root lies inside the unit circle. Denote by X 
the root with I X I > 1. 
If we know that X-np~l>(x) possesses for given X and large positive 
integer n an asymptotic factorial expansion with z replaced by n, then, 
apart from a factor which is independent of n, it is easy to write this 
expansion down. We write namely 
(198) X -n p<ll( ) = X-nFn _, ~~ r(n-m-s) n n X (n-1)! '*am T(n) ' 
hence 
X -1! p(A) ~I r(n-m-8) 
n _, "'- am ' . 
m n. 
Combining (197, 198) and (180) we obtain 
(199) _ -2lxX+2l_ 1 8 
- - - 2 X X+ 2 - - A. 
This result is surprising. If in the functional relation (154) or (170) the 
coefficients of the polynomials xz(z) depend on a certain parameter x, 
then in general the exponent 8 determined by (157) or (172) depends on 
this parameter. Only in exceptional cases 8 is independent of this para-
meter. We see in (199) that the ultraspherical polynomials lead to such 
an exceptional case. 
It follows from (181) that for each integer m~O 
_ (2 X- 2 )-m r(m-1+1) r(m+l) 
am- X m! r(l-l) r(l) ao, 
where ao is independent of m and n but may depend on x and A. Here 
2x=X+X-1, hence 2xX-2=X2-1, so that 
(200) x-n pel>( ) _, ~' r(m-l+l) r(m+l) r(n-m+l) 
n x ao..:., m!n!(XB-l)"'r(I-l)r(l) • 
m 
The method developed in this paper is based on the homogeneous 
functional relation and is therefore not powerful enough to give the value 
of a0• From (200) it follows that 
(201) 
If we use the fact that the constant ao defined in this way is equal to 
(202) ao= (F(.A))-1 (1-X-2)-l, 
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formula (200) is the well known generalization of Laplace-Heine's 
formula 1) which can be proved by applying the method of Darboux on 
the integral representation of the ultraspherical polynomials. 
We find another asymptotic expansion for the ultraspherical poly-
nomials P~4l(x) if by replacing n by n+ 2 we write the recurrence relation 
(196) in the form 
(n+ 2J.)P~l(x)- 2(n+J.+ 1)xP~~ 1 (x) + (n+ 2)P~~2(x) = 0. 
p~l(x) . 
Consequently F n = F(n + 2A.) satisfies 
(203) Fn- 2(n+J.+ 1)xFn+l + (n+ 2)(n+ 1 + 2J.)F n+2= 0. 
We can therefore apply theorem 23 with 
A= 1; B= -2x; C= 1; B* = -2(J.+ 1)x; C*=2J.+3; 
Cn2+C*n+C** has the zeros fJ=- 2 and y=- 2J.-l. 
Let us again treat the case that x does not lie on the line segment 
- 1 ,;;;;; x,;;;;; 1 and that }. is not an integer ,;;;;; 0. Denote by X the root of 
the equation X 2-2xX+1=0 with IXI>L Under the assumption that 
x-np~t.l(x) possesses for large n an asymptotic factorial expansion with z 
replaced by n, we write 
(204) F(n) X-n pon( ) - F( ) X-n F "' "'' F(n) F(n+2A.) n X - n · n -;-am F(n+m+s) 
hence 
X-n p!t.l( ) "'"'' F(n+2A.) 
n X -;- am F(n+m+s). 
Applying (189) we obtain 
= -2 (A.+1)xX-1+2A.+2 =A+ 1 
8 
-2xX-1+2 · 
Also in this case 8 is independent of x. It follows from (190) that for each 
integer m>O 
( X -l -m F(m+A.) F(m-A.+1) 
am= 2-2x ) m!F(A.) F(1-A.) ao, 
where 2xX-1-2=X-2-l, so that 
(205) X-n p!t.l( ) "'' F(m+A) F(m-A+1) F(n+2A) 
n X "'ao-;- m! F(n+m+A+1) (1-X 2)m F(A.) F(1-A) · 
Consequently formula (201) holds also in this case, so that a0 has the 
value indicated in (202). 
1 ) See for instance G. SzEGo, Orthogonal Polynomials, American Mathematical 
Society Colloquium Publications XXIII, 1939, 401 pages; see p. 190, formula 
(8.21.13). 
(To be continued) 
